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Ordinary quasi-likelihood estimators are based on estimating functions with certain strong 
orthogonality properties. Asymptotic quasi-likelihood (AQL) estimators, introduced herein corre- 
spond to the case where the orthogonality results hold asymptotically but yet the estimators enjoy 
the same kind of properties as ordinary quasi-likelihood estimators, such as having asymptotic 
confidence zones of minimum size. The methodology is illustrated through a discussion of the 
estimation procedure based on smoothed periodograms and the demonstration that the Whittle 
procedure often has the AQL property. 
estimating function * asymptotic optimality * score function * quasi-likelihood * periodo- 
gram * random field * Gaussian process * long range dependence 
1. Introduction 
Suppose that {X,, t = (1,) . . .,r,),16ti<Ti,1~i~r} is a sample from a random 
field (r > 1) or random process (Y = 1) in discrete or continuous time which takes 
values in d-dimensional Euclidean space and whose distribution depends on a 
“parameter” 8 taking values in an open subset 0 of p-dimensional Euclidean space. 
The setting may be parametric or nonparametric; 8 could be, for example, the mean 
of a stationary field. Suppose that the possible probability measures for {X,} are 
{P,} and that each (0, 9, PO) is a complete probability space. 
Our concern is the efficient estimation of the true “parameter” 4, and we shall 
confine attention to the class $2 of estimating functions 
CT(e) = C,({X,, 1 c ts T}, e) 
which are vectors of dimension p having zero mean and finite second moment for 
each PO, are a.s. differentiable with respect to the components of 8 and such that 
E l&(e)=(EaG,i/~ej) 
and EGT( tY)G&( 0) are nonsingular for each possible T, the prime denoting 
transpose. 
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A standard approach to the performance of an estimating function Gr involves 
focusing on the quantity 
g(G,(&)) = (E~~(~o))‘(EGT(~~)G:(~~))-‘(E~.T(~~)) 
which may be thought of as an information matrix (e.g. Godambe and Heyde (1987) 
and references therein; it has been called the efficiency matrix by Morton (1981)). 
Under a fairly broad range of conditions the covariance matrix of the estimator & 
given by Gr( 8,) = 0 is asymptotically (%( GT( 0,))))’ and 
(& - RJWMX@Me,- 6,): x; (1) 
(i.e. convergence in distribution to the x2 law with p degrees of freedom) as 
min Ti + co, so we prefer G,,, to G,,, if %‘( Gr,r) exceeds E( G2,r) in an appropriate 
sense, since it leads to smaller asymptotic confidence zones for 0,. The heuristics 
are as follows. By Taylor expansion 
O= Gr(&)= G,(8,)+6,(e,,,)(e,-e,) 
where II&+, - O,,T 1) < 11 e0 - & 11 and under certain conditions, 
as min Ti + ~0, Np denoting the p-variate normal, from which (1) readily follows. 
The theory given below, however, is not predicated on any assumption of underlying 
asymptotic normality and the matrix Z(Gr(8,)) defined above makes good sense 
generally as a measure of precision. 
Previous discussions of optimality of estimating functions and quasi-likelihood 
in a general context have been concerned with exact results, where a specific criterion 
holds for either fixed T or for each T as min Ti + cc (e.g. Godambe and Heyde 
(1987), Heyde (1988) and references therein; these deal with random processes 
rather than random fields but the extension is an obvious one). Here we address 
the situation where the criteria for optimality are not satisfied exactly but hold in 
a certain asymptotic sense to be made precise below. Such considerations give rise 
to an equivalence class of asymptotic quasi-likelihood estimators which enjoy the 
same kind of properties as ordinary quasi-likelihood estimators, such as having 
asymptotic confidence zones of minimum size, within a specified family, for the 
“parameter” in question. 
One particular difficulty with the exact theory is that a quasi-likelihood estimator 
may contain an unknown parameter or parameters. The asymptotic quasi-likelihood 
theory herein allows one to focus on issues such as whether there is loss of 
information when an unknown parameter is replaced by a consistent estimator 
thereof or, under some circumstances, is asymptotically irrelevant. For example, 
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suppose that r= 1 and {X,, 1 s t =Z T} is a sample from a d-dimensional auto- 
regressive process 
x, = fix&, + Sk, (2) 
/3 being a d x d matrix to be estimated and the &k’s being independent with 
E&k = 0, E&kE;:=fik, 
and Ak diagonal. This heteroscedastic autoregression is conveniently written in the 
form 
where for matrices A = (A,) and B, A 0 B denotes the Kronecker product, the matrix 
whose (i, j)th block element is the matrix A, B, while vet A is the vector obtained 
from A by stacking its columns one on top of the other, counting from left to right. 
Then, writing 8 = vet p, it is easily found (e.g. via (14) of Godambe and Heyde 
(1987)) that the quasi-score estimating function based on the martingale differences 
i&k) is 
G:(8)= ; (X;_,Oz,)‘A,‘(X,-(X~_,Oz,)8) 
k=l 
(3) 
which contains the generally unknown &. To illustrate the ideas we shall show in 
Section 3 that if Ak = A for each k, then the exact quasi-likelihood property holds, 
while if asymptotic stationarity holds (A, + A as k + CO and /I has an algebraically 
simple, strictly dominant eigenvalue p < 1) then the asymptotic quasi-likelihood 
property holds. 
Exact solutions of the optimal estimation problem leading to ordinary quasi- 
likelihood estimators require certain orthogonality properties which are often only 
approximately satisfied in practice. For example, using Theorem 1 of Heyde (1988), 
and omitting the explicit 8 for convenience, if G*, E 5Y& %I is O,-optimal within X, 
then, writing 
HT = (E&J’ CT, H; = (E&$X,)-‘G;, 
we need to have, 
E(H,-H*,)H$‘= EH;(HT-HX,)‘=O. (4) 
Here we shall typically be dealing with circumstances under which the quantities 
in (4) converge to zero as min 7; + co. 
2. The formulation 
For a matrix A = (aq) we shall denote by J[A[I the Frobenius norm (sometimes known 
as the Euclidean norm) 
““ll=(~~~“)“‘~ 
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Let {A,,}, {B,} be sequences of symmetric positive definite (pd) matrices and {D,} 
a sequence of matrices such that A,, - B, + D, is nonnegative definite (nnd) for each 
n and llD,II+O as n + co. We shall say that A,, -B, is asymptotically nonnegative 
de$nite (annd). 
The concept of asymptotic quasi-likelihood is formalized in the 
definition. 
Definition 1. Suppose that {C*,} E %‘& 9. If there is a positive function 
such that 
following 
{o,, 7’ 0) 
is asymptotically nonnegative definite for all { GT} E %Z as T = min Ti --, co and 
J~IJ ~Y,‘II(E~~)‘(EG~G~‘)-‘(E~~))I > 0, 
r+m 
we shall say that {G,} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating functions 
within X. Then, a solution 0*, of Gf( 0) = 0 will be called an asymptotic quasi- 
likelihood (AQL) estimator within X 
Remark 1. It is easy to see that if G, is OF-optimal within X for each T (see Heyde 
(1988, Definition l)), then {G,} is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence of estimating 
functions within X 
Remark 2. The normalization by LY, provides a comparison of quantities which are 
typically 0( 1) as r+ CO. For circumstances under which the theory is relevant, 
II ill -+cO as ~+co. 
Remark 3. Definition 1 is so formulated to provide, under ordinary circumstances, 
and, if GrT and G& are both asymptotic quasi-score estimating functions, 
II U?,T) II 
These results follow from Propositions 1, 2 below. 
Definition 1 is sometimes not of direct practical applicability but there is a 
simple sufficient condition which is easy to use in practice. This is given in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem. Suppose that X s 3. Then, { G$} E X is an asymptotic quasi-score sequence 
of estimating functions within 2 if there exists a positive function { k7, T > 0) such that 
as r=min Ti+m, 
k,(E&,)-‘EG,G*,‘+ K = li_i k,(E&-‘EG$G$’ 
where K is nonsingular. 
(9 
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Proof. This begins along the lines of the proof of Proposition 1 of Kulkarni and 
Heyde (1987) which, using the properties of covariance matrices, gives the non- 
negative definiteness of 
EC&-(EG,G:‘)(EG*,G$‘)-‘(EG,G*,‘)’ 
and hence, for T sufficiently large, the nonnegative definiteness of 
((EG,G$‘-‘)‘(EG$G*,‘)(EG,Gr’)-‘-(EG,G;)m’. 
Now condition (5) gives 
k,( E&-‘EGTG: = K + r, 
where I( rT II--+ 0 as r + Co and hence 
k,‘(EGTGg’)p’EC;‘T = (K •I rT)-’ = K-l+ ST 
with 
(f-5) 
~~sT~)~llK~‘IIIIrTI~II(K+rT)-l~~~O 
as T + Co. Similarly, 
k;‘(EG*,G*,‘)-‘E@= Kp’+s;, 
say, where lls$l1+ 0 as r + CO, and consequently 
(EGTG~)-‘=[(EG~G$‘)pl(EG~)+ kTST](E&p’ 
where 
(7) 
s~=sT-$ 
and lISTI/+ as 7~~0. 
Then, using (7) in (6) we have the nonnegative definiteness of 
((EC,)-‘)‘[(EG*,G+‘-‘(E@)+k,S,]‘(EG*,G*,’) 
X[E(G*,G*,‘)p’(E&$)+k,ST](E&--‘-(EGTG~)-’ 
and hence the nonnegative definiteness of 
k;‘lJ E&(j-‘[( EC*,)‘(EG$G$‘)-‘(Ed%) - (E~~)‘(EGTG;)-‘(~~T)I + CT 
where 
CT = )I E&II-‘{S;( Etig) + (E&+&S, + k,S;( EG*,G*,‘)S,}. 
Furthermore, 
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as T+ 03 since IlSrll+ 0 and it follows from (5) that 
k,IIEGGII ~2llKll IIE’%II 
for r sufficiently large. Thus, the result of Definition 1 holds with 
a, = kll@I, 
7=(7,..., T), and this completes the proof. 
3. Examples 
To illustrate the AQL methodology we shall first show that the widely used estimating 
procedure based on the smoothed periodogram which dates back to remarkable 
early work of Whittle (1951) provides an AQL-estimator under a broad range of 
conditions. These encompass many random processes or random fields with either 
short or long range dependence. 
Suppose that the stationary random field {X,}, with EX, = 0, is observed over the 
cube of lattice points ti = 1,2,. . . , T, i= 1,2,. . . , r and let 
1 T 2 
MA) = (2n7-)’ j ,,,_ x@ xj e-“‘” 
be the corresponding r-dimensional periodogram. The spectral density of the random 
field is f(h; 0, a2), where the one-step prediction variance 
and we shall write 
g(A; 0) = (21r)‘a-2f(A; 0, a2). 
We shall assume that u2 is specified while 0, of dimension p, is to be estimated. It 
should be noted that (8) gives 
71 
I I 
77 
. . . log g(A; 0) dh = 0 
-lr -77 
which is equivalent to the fact that Y’X, has prediction variances independent of 
8 (e.g. Rosenblatt (1985, Chapter VIII, Section 2)). We shall initially assume further 
that f is a continuous function of A, including at A = 0 (short range dependence), 
and is continuously differentiable in 8 as a function of (A, 0). 
We consider the class of estimating functions 
G7= NAN&-(A) - J%(A)1 dA 
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constructed from smoothed periodograms where the smoothing function A(A) (a 
vector of dimension p) is square integrable and symmetric about zero, that is, 
n 
I I 
.JT 
. . . A’(A)A(A) dh <a, A(A) = A(-A). 
-n -n 
We shall show that under a considerable diversity of conditions, an asymptotic 
quasi-score sequence of estimating functions for 8 is given by 
71 
I I 
Tr 
G*,= . . . 
pn -7l 
(g(A; 0)))’ “(;; ‘) [Z,(A) -El,(A)] dh 
TT 
= (g(A; 0))-’ i)g(;; ‘) [IT(A) -f(A; 0, a’)1 dA +0(l) 
-77 
as T+ co. The corresponding AQL estimator & obtained from 
equation 
G+(e) =0 
is then asymptotically equivalent to the Whittle estimator obtained 
to minimize 
Tr 
I I 
TT . . . bgf(A; f’, ~‘)+MNf(k 0, ~2))-‘1 d4 
-77 -m 
i.e. to solve 
the estimating 
by choosing 8 
(9) 
(g(A; O))-’ “g’;; e, [Z,(A)-f(A; fZ, a’)] dh =O. 
The idea to minimize (9) comes from the observation that if the random field X, is 
Gaussian, it is plausible that T-’ times the log likelihood of the data could be 
approximated by 
71 
I I 
Ti 
-; log 2TraZ- (20.2))’ . . . Z,(A)(g(A; 0)))’ dh = -$(r+ 1) log2n 
--TT m?T 
[log f(A; 0, u2) + Z,(A)(f(A; 0, u’))~‘] dh. 
It is, in fact, now a commonly used strategy in large sample estimation problems 
to make the Gaussian assumption, maximize the corresponding likelihood, and then 
show that the estimator still makes good sense without the Gaussian assumption 
(e.g. Hannan (1970, Chapter 6, Section 6; 1973)). 
Our first specific illustration concerns the linear representation random field 
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with 
Ee, = 0, 
Ee,e, = o2 ifs = t, 0 otherwise, 
and 
There are various somewhat different regularity conditions under which we could 
proceed and since the discussion is intended to be illustrative rather than to present 
minimal conditions we shall, for convenience, use results from Section 6, Chapter 
IV of Rosenblatt (1985). The same conclusions can be deduced under significantly 
different conditions using results of various other authors (e.g. via Theorem 4 of 
Parzen (1957) or Theorem 6.2.4, p. 427 of Priestley (1981)). 
We suppose that {X,} is a strongly mixing strictly stationary random field with 
EXf <co and cumulants up to the eighth order absolutely summable. Then, from 
the discussion leading up to Theorem 7, p. 118 of Rosenblatt (1985), we find that if 
?i 
GT= 
I I 
71 
. . . A@)[MA)-EMh)l d4 
-71 -m 
?i 
G*,= 
I I 
-TT 
. . . A*(A)[MA)- EL(A)1 dA, 
-71 
then 
TrEGTG+(2;r{2i_.j-;mA(A)(A*(A))‘j-2(A)dA 
Tr 
I I 
m + . . . .I24 -cL, Cc MA )(A*@ ))’ dA dp 
--?r -Tr > 
(10) 
as T+ co, with f(A) now being written instead of f(A; &,, u’). Here J,(A, p, q) is 
the fourth order cumulant spectral density 
f4(A, ,r~, q) = (2~)~~’ C c,,~,~ e-r(a.A\+b.lr+d. q, 
a,*.d 
with 
%b,d = cum(xtp xt+,, Xr+b, -%+d) = (K -3)a4 1 g&+&+b&+d, 
” 
(K - 3)a4 being the fourth cumulant of X, (which is zero in the case where the field 
is Gaussian). But, analogously to the discussion of Chapter II, Section 4 of Rosenblatt 
(1985, pp. 46,47), we find that 
f4(A, -1-1, p) = (2’rr)-‘(K -3)a4f(A)f(~). 
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and hence the second term on the right-hand side of (10) is 
(2~)-‘(~-3)a~ 
(I I 
m . . . n A(A I_f(A 1 dA 
-?r pm > 
77 
(I I 
T X . . . A*(PMcL)) dCc 
-77 -71 > 
I 
which is zero if the random field is Gaussian or if the class of smoothing functions 
{A(A)} is chosen so that 
Tr 
I I 
IT 
. . . A(A)f(A) dA = 0. 
-lI -71 
We shall henceforth suppose that either (or both) of these conditions hold and then 
Tr 
T’EGrG*,‘+ 2(21r)’ A(A)(A*(A)Y.f2@) dA (11) 
-77 
as T+a. 
Also, 
m 
I I 
71 
+- . . . A(W(j‘(A))‘dA, 
-Ti --TT 
provided f(A) is square integrable over [-T, r]‘, since 
(12) 
in the L2 norm by standard Fourier methods (e.g. Hannan (1970, p. 508)). 
Then, from (11) and (12) we see that (5) holds with kT = T’ if 
A*(A) =f(A)(f(A))-2 
which gives the required AQL property. 
Under the same conditions and a number of variants thereof it can be further 
deduced that if & is the estimator obtained from the estimating equation G,( 0) = 0, 
then (see e.g. the discussion of the proof of Theorem 8, p. 119 of Rosenblatt (1985)) 
Tr’2( i& - 0,) : N,(O, (A’B-‘A)-‘) 
where 
Tr 
A=_- 
I I 
. . . H A(A)(j‘(A))‘dA, 
PTr -?r 
m B= A(A)A’(A)f2(A)) dA 
-?T 
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and that the inverse covariance matrix A’K’A is maximized in the partial order of 
nonnegative definite matrices for the AQL case where A(A) takes the value 
A*(A) =j‘(A)(f(A))-2. 
These considerations place the optimality results for random processes of Kulperger 
(1985, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary) and Kabaila (1980, Theorem 3.1) into more 
general perspective. The matrix maximization result mentioned above appears in 
the latter paper. We have here chosen the random field setting but the random 
process case is entirely analogous. 
The next specific example on the Whittle procedure concerns a random process 
exhibiting long range dependence. We shall consider the case where the spectral 
density 
f(x; 0, a2) - U*/XI-~%e(X) 
as x + 0, where O< o( 0) < 1 and LB(x) varies slowly at zero. A typical example is 
provided by the fractional Gaussian process. This is a stationary Gaussian process 
with zero mean and covariance 
E(X,X,+,)=;c{lk+112H -2~k~2H+~k-112H}-cH(2H-l)k2H-2 
as k + 00, where H is a parameter satisfying i < H < 1 and c > 0, while 
f(x; H) -;cF(H)lxl’-2H 
as x+0 with 
‘x (l- 
I 
-1 
F(H)= cos x)\x~-‘-‘~ dx . 
-02 
The Whittle estimation procedure (9) for 0 in this context and subject to the 
assumption of a Gaussian distribution has been studied in some detail by Fox and 
Taqqu (1986), (1987) and Dahlhaus (1987). In particular, it follows from Theorem 1 
of Fox and Taqqu (1987) that if 
?l 
G,= 
I 
Nx)[Mx) - El,(x)1 dx 
-rr 
with llA(x)ll =O(l~l)-~-* asx+Oforsome/3<1andeachS>Oanda+p<i,then 
I 
V 
TEG,G; + 4rr _/-2(x)A(x)N4 dx (13) 
as T + 00; see also Proposition 1 of Fox and Taqqu (1986). Furthermore, provided 
that 
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then 
in the L” norm (e.g. Hannan (19’70, p. 508)) and from Holder’s inequality we find that 
(14) 
Then, from (13) and (14), 
4?rTP’( EG,)‘( EG,G;)-‘( EC&) + ( lW A(x)(f(x))‘dx) 
-n 
X (I 
77 
_/-z(x)A(x)A’(x) dx -’ 
) (5 X A(x)j-(x))’ dx) (15) -Tr 
and the right-hand side of (15) is maximized in the partial order of nonnegative 
definite matrices when A(x) takes the value 
A*(x) =j‘(x)(f(x))-’ 
(Kabaila (1980, Theorem 3.1)). This gives the AQL property for the corresponding 
{GF} by direct application of Definition 1. 
Finally, we shall establish the result on heteroscedastic autoregressive processes 
stated in Section 1 above. First note that (3) leads to the quasi-likelihood estimator 
; (x;_,oz,)‘n,‘(x;_,oz~,) 
1 
-’ 7 
2 (xj_,oz,)‘nJ?~. (16) 
k=l j=l 
This appears at face value, even when Ak = A for each k, to contain parameters 
which will generally be unknown and in need of estimation. However, when Ak = A 
for each k, the A does divide out since the right-hand side of (16) may be written 
as 
k=l J=, 
K ; x,-,x;_, 
-1 
= > 1 @A ; (X,-&N’)X, k=l j=l 
T 
= c K j=l ; xk-J-,)-‘x,_l~zd] x, k=l 
= [ ( i x,-lx,,)-'@zd] ji, (+l@b)q. 
k=l 
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To deal with the asymptotically stationary case we must compare G*,( 0) given 
in (3), asymptotically via Definition 1 with 
GT(Q)= ; (X~-,OZ,)‘(X,-(X~-,OZ~)8) 
k=l 
where the unknown Ak has been replaced by the identity matrix. 
It is easily checked that 
Ef$= - i [E(XkmlX;_,)@Akl] = -EG*,G*,‘, 
k=l 
EC&- = - i [E(Xkp,X;pl)@Z,], 
k=l 
(17) 
EG*,G$= ; [E(X,_,X;_,)@A,], 
k=l 
since for a d x d matrix M, 
E[(X~-,oZ,)‘M(X;-,oZ~)] = [E(Xk_,X;_,)]@M. 
Furthermore, 
J!?x,x; = Ak + fl[E(&,x;_,)]j?’ 
= Ak +/3A,_,/3’+. . ~+~“~‘A,(~“-‘)‘+/3”EXOX~(flk)’ (18) 
upon continued iteration. 
Now suppose that /.I has an algebraically simple, strictly dominant eigenvalue 
p < 1. Let u and u’ be the corresponding right and left eigenvectors. Then, using 
the Perron-Frobenius theory, it is possible to choose u and U’ such that U’U = 1 and 
/.?“=P”(uo’+R”) (19) 
where the moduli of the elements of R, are O(nd~21p,/p]“) and jp,j <p (e.g. Pollard 
(1973, Lemma 4.5.1, p. 44)). 
Thus, using (19) together with (18), we have that 
EXkX~~~=~+~~~‘+~2~(~2)‘+... 
as k+a and 
T-‘(E&‘f)‘(EG*,G*,‘)-‘(E@)+ amA-‘, 
T~‘(E~~)(EG,GI,)-‘(EC,)-, (a@Z,)(a@A)-‘(a@Z,) = f2@A-‘. 
The required result then follows via Definition 1. 
4. Appendix 
Here we provide the matrix background which leads to the results of Remark 3 above. 
Proposition 1. Suppose { U,}, { V,} are sequences ofpositive dejkite matrices and {a,} 
is a sequence of positive constants such that CY,( U,, - V,,) + D, is nonnegative while 
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Proof. Since U,,, V, are pd, 
(Y,U,+D,Z(Y,,V,, 
in the partial order of nnd matrices, so that we have 
II a,U,, + D, 112 an II Vn 11 
and hence 
G-0) 
Also, 
(Y,JJU,II-IJJD,II~II~,~,+D~~~~~~~~~~~~+~~D~~~ 
and I( D, I( = o( a, 1) U,, 11) as n + 00, so that 
. ll’YnUn+Dnll= 1 
!z a,lIU,Il 
and hence, from (20), the required result follows. 
Proposition 2. Suppose that {U,}, {V,} are sequences of positive de$nite matrices and 
{a,}, {P,,} are sequences of positive constants such that 
(a) (Y,( U,, - V,,) + D, is nonnegative dejinite and IID, II + 0, l&,, a, II U,, II > 0. 
(b) pn( V,, - U,,) + E, is nonnegative dejinite and IIE, I( + 0, b,,, Pn II V, II > 0. 
Then 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Proposition 1 since (a) gives 
;_z II un II/ II VII I * 1 
and (b) gives 
$pnII/II~nll~1. 
Note added in proof. For the random field case (r > 1) the ordinary Whittle-estimator 
has a bias problem whose rectification requires adjustment to the periodogram. The 
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Theorems 7, p. 118 and 8, p. 119 of Rosenblatt (1985) quoted herein are correct 
only for r = 1 and require adjustment, such as described by X. Guyon, Parameter 
estimation for a stationary process on a d-dimensional lattice, Biometrika 69 (1982, 
pp. 95-105), for r> 1. With this adjustment the modified Whittle-estimators display 
the AQL property as outlined in the paper. The authors are grateful to R. Dahlhaus 
for pointing out this complication. 
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